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Abstract
Meta reinforcement learning (meta-RL) extracts
knowledge from previous tasks and achieves fast
adaptation to new tasks. Despite recent progress,
efficient exploration in meta-RL remains a key
challenge in sparse-reward tasks, as it requires
quickly finding informative task-relevant experiences in both meta-training and adaptation. To
address this challenge, we explicitly model an exploration policy learning problem for meta-RL,
which is separated from exploitation policy learning, and introduce a novel empowerment-driven
exploration objective, which aims to maximize information gain for task identification. We derive a
corresponding intrinsic reward and develop a new
off-policy meta-RL framework, which efficiently
learns separate context-aware exploration and exploitation policies by sharing the knowledge of
task inference. Experimental evaluation shows
that our meta-RL method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on various sparsereward MuJoCo locomotion tasks and more complex sparse-reward Meta-World tasks.

1. Introduction
Human intelligence is able to transfer knowledge across
tasks and acquire new skills within limited experiences.
Current reinforcement learning (RL) agents often require a
far more amount of experiences to achieve human-level performance (Hessel et al., 2018; Vinyals et al., 2019; Hafner
et al., 2019). To enable sample-efficient learning, meta reinforcement learning (meta-RL) methods have been proposed,
which automatically extract prior knowledge from previous
tasks and achieve fast adaptation in new tasks (Schmidhuber, 1995; Finn et al., 2017). Despite fast progress, meta-RL
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with sparse rewards remains challenging, as task-relevant information is scarce in such settings, and efficient exploration
is required to quickly find the most informative experiences
in both meta-training and fast adaptation.
The problem of learning effective exploration strategies
has been extensively studied for meta-RL with dense rewards, such as E-MAML (Stadie et al., 2018), ProMP
(Rothfuss et al., 2019) and VariBAD (Zintgraf et al., 2019).
Recently, several works have investigated learning to explore in sparse-reward tasks. For example, MAESN (Gupta
et al., 2018) learns temporally-extended exploration behaviors by injecting structured noises into the exploration policy. PEARL (Rakelly et al., 2019) explores by posterior
sampling (Thompson, 1933; Osband et al., 2013), which
is optimal in asymptotic performance (Leike et al., 2016).
However, both methods assume access to dense rewards
during meta-training.
To address the challenge of meta-RL with sparse rewards,
in this paper, we explicitly model the problem of learning
to explore, and separate it from exploitation policy learning. This separation allows the learned exploration policy to
purely focus on collecting the most informative experiences
for enabling efficient meta-training and adaptation. As the
common task-inference component in context-based metaRL algorithms extracts task information from experiences
(Rakelly et al., 2019; Zintgraf et al., 2019; Humplik et al.,
2019), the exploration policy should collect experiences
that contain rich task-relevant information and support efficient task inference. By leveraging this insight, we design a
novel empowerment-driven exploration objective that aims
to maximize the mutual information between exploration
experiences and task identification. We then derive an insightful intrinsic reward from this objective, which is related
to model prediction.
To incorporate our efficient exploration method, we develop
a new off-policy meta-RL framework, called Meta-RL with
effiCient Uncertainty Reduction Exploration (MetaCURE).
MetaCURE performs probabilistic task inference, and learns
separate context-aware exploration and exploitation policies.
As both context-aware policies depend on task information
extracted from the context, MetaCURE shares a common
component of task inference for their learning, greatly im-
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proving learning efficiency. In the adaptation phase, the
exploration policy is intrinsically motivated to perform sequential exploratory behaviors across episodes, while the exploitation policy maximizes expected extrinsic return in the
last episode of adaptation phase. MetaCURE is extensively
evaluated on various sparse-reward MuJoCo locomotion
tasks as well as sparse-reward Meta-World tasks. Empirical
results show that it outperforms baseline algorithms by a
large margin. To illustrate the advantages of our algorithm,
we also visualize how it explores during adaptation and
compare it with baseline algorithms.

2. Background

We denote context cn = (sn , an , rn , sn+1 ) as an experience collected at timestep n, and c:t = hc0 , c1 , ..., ct−1 i1
indicates all experiences collected during t timesteps. Note
that t may be larger than the episode length, and when
it is the case, c:t represents experiences collected across
episodes. C:t denotes a random variable representing c:t .
A common objective for meta-RL is to optimize final performance after few-shot adaptation (Finn et al., 2017; Gupta
et al., 2018; Stadie et al., 2018; Rothfuss et al., 2019; Gurumurthy et al., 2020). During adaptation, an agent first
utilizes some exploration policy πe to explore for a few
episodes, and then updates an exploitation policy π to maximize the expected return. Such a meta-RL objective can be
formulated as:
π,πe

(1)

where cκπe is a set of experiences collected in task κ by
policy πe , and R(κ, π(cκπe )) is the last episode’s expected
return with policy π in task κ. The policy π is adapted with
cκπe for optimizing final performance. Both πe and π can be
1

3. Empowerment-Driven Exploration
In this section, we present a novel information-theoretic
objective for optimizing exploration in both meta-training
and adaptation. In Section 3.1, we derive an insightful intrinsic reward from this exploration objective, which measures
experiences’ information gain on task identification. In Section 3.2, we illustrate several implications of this intrinsic
reward by a didactic example.
3.1. Exploration By Maximizing Information Gain

The field of meta-RL deals with a distribution of tasks p(κ),
with each task κ modelled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP), which consists of a state space, an action space, a
transition function and a reward function (Sutton & Barto,
2018). In common meta-RL settings (Duan et al., 2016;
Finn et al., 2017; Zintgraf et al., 2019), tasks differ in the
transition and/or reward function, so we can describe a task
κ with a tuple hpκ0 (s0 ), pκ (s0 |s, a), rκ (s, a)i, whose components denote the initial state distribution, the transition
probability and the reward function, respectively. Off-policy
meta-RL (Rakelly et al., 2019) assumes access to a batch
of meta-training tasks {κm }m=1,2,...,M , with M the total
number of meta-training tasks. With a slight abuse of notations, we further denote κ as the task identification, and K
indicates the random variable representing κ.

max Eκ∼p(K) [R(κ, π(cκπe ))],

context-aware (Lee et al., 2020), that is, they take context
c:i into account while making decisions at timestep i.

For the
D clarity ofEfollowing derivations, we define c:0 =
hc−1 i = (~0, ~0, ~0, s0 ) .

To enable efficient meta-RL with sparse rewards, our exploration strategy aims to collect experiences that maximize
information gain about the identification of the current task.
Consider an exploration policy πe and experiences C:H
collected by executing πe for H timesteps in task K. Our
exploration objective J πe is formulated as maximizing the
mutual information between exploration experiences C:H
and task identification K:
J πe (C:H , K)
= I πe (C:H ; K)


pπe (c:H |κ)
= E(c:H ,κ)∼(C:H ,K) log πe
p (c:H )

(2)

= E(c:H ,κ)∼(C:H ,K)
"H−1
#
X
pπe (at |c:t , κ)p(rt , st+1 |κ, c:t , at )
log
(3)
pπe (at |c:t )p(rt , st+1 |c:t , at )
t=0
"H−1
#
X
p(rt , st+1 |κ, st , at )
log
= E(c:H ,κ)∼(C:H ,K)
. (4)
p(rt , st+1 |c:t , at )
t=0
In Eq. (2), the mutual information is expressed as the expectation over random variables C:H and K, which follow
the probability distribution pπe (c:H , κ) = p(κ)pπe (c:H |κ).
We then decompose the expectation to each timestep t
by the chain rule, as shown in Eq. (3). Eq. (4) simplifies the expression by taking the following properties:
1) as an exploration policy needs to generalize to new
tasks whose identifications are unknown, κ is not used
for πe ’s input, and pπe (at |c:t , κ) = pπe (at |c:t ); and 2)
according to the Markov property, p(rt , st+1 |κ, c:t , at ) =
p(rt , st+1 |κ, st , at ) for task κ.
On the right-hand side of Eq. (4), the numerator
p(rt , st+1 |κ, st , at ) indicates the predictability of rewards
and transitions given the task identification κ, while the denominator p(rt , st+1 |c:t , at ) indicates predictability given
current context c:t . The logarithm of these two terms’ division measures the amount of task information that the task
identification contains more than current context. Note that
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(a) Environment illustration.

(b) Learning curves of Lpred
and Ltask
pred .

(c) Intrinsic rewards at early
stages of meta-training.

(d) Intrinsic rewards at late
stages of meta-training.

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the environment. The dark blue circle indicates the goal for the current task, while the light blue circles
indicate goals for other meta-testing tasks. The green circle represents noisy regions, and the red circle is agent’s initial position. We also
illustrate efficient exploration behaviors motivated by our intrinsic reward. The dark purple line is the first episode’s trajectory, while the
light yellow line represents the last episode’s trajectory. (b) Learning curves of the two model prediction errors. Ltask
pred converges much
faster (at 0.5 million samples) than Lpred (at 1.5 million samples). (c) At early stages of meta-training, our intrinsic reward approximates
agent’s curiosity about the environment. >0 is a constant to filter out neural network approximation error. Regions around the origin are
fully explored, and the intrinsic reward is close to zero. (d) At late stages of meta-training, our intrinsic reward encourages exploration to
maximize task information gain.

the expected log probability can be interpreted as negative
cross-entropy prediction loss, so our exploration intrinsic
reward is defined as:
0
rint
(c:t+1 , κ)
= − log p(rt , st+1 |c:t , at ) + log p(rt , st+1 |κ, st , at ) .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Lpred (c:t+1 )

−Ltask
pred (κ,ct )

(5)
This intrinsic reward can be interpreted as the difference
of two model prediction errors Lpred and Ltask
pred , which can
be estimated by training two model predictors, respectively:
the Meta-Predictor makes predictions based on the current
context, while the Task-Predictor makes predictions based
on the task identification. To estimate the log probabilities
tractably, we follow the common approach of utilizing L2
distances as an approximation of the negative log probability
(Chung et al., 2015; Babaeizadeh et al., 2018):

2
Lpred (c:t+1 ) ≈ rt − r̂tpred (c:t , at )
+ st+1 − ŝpred
t+1 (c:t , at )

2
pred
Ltask
(κ, st , at )
pred (κ, ct ) ≈ rt − r̃t

2
2

+ st+1 − s̃pred
t+1 (κ, st , at )

2

,
2

(6)
where r̂tpred and ŝpred
t+1 are reward and transition predicted
by the Meta-Predictor, while r̃tpred and s̃pred
t+1 are predicted
by the Task-Predictor. Proofs of this section are deferred to
Appendix A.

3.2. Didactic Example
In this section, we demonstrate the underlying implications
0
of our intrinsic reward rint
with detailed analyses on a didactic example.
We propose a 2-D navigation task set called Point-RobotSparse-Noise, as shown in Figure 1(a). The agent’s observation is a 3-D vector composed of its current position (x, y)
and a noise term u. u is a Gaussian noise if the agent is
located in the green circle, and is zero otherwise. Goals are
uniformly distributed on a semicircle of radius 1 and only
sparse reward is provided. To understand how our intrinsic
reward works, we illustrate its values during the learning
process, as shown in Figure 1. This illustration demonstrates
the following properties of our intrinsic reward:
Approximate curiosity-driven exploration at early
stages of meta-training: in order to learn an efficient exploration policy, a meta-RL agent needs to effectively explore
the tasks during meta-training. We found that at early stages
of meta-training, our intrinsic reward demonstrates approximate curiosity-driven exploration (Schmidhuber, 1991).
This is because that the second model prediction error Ltask
pred
converges much faster than Lpred , as shown in Figure 1(b),
as it utilizes extra information by being aware of the task
0
identity. Thus, rint
approximately equals to Lpred , which
can be viewed as a curiosity-driven intrinsic reward (Burda
et al., 2018a;b) measured by model prediction errors (Pathak
et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 1(c), at early stages of
0
meta-training, rint
obtains large values in unexplored regions, encouraging visitation to these regions.
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Figure 2. MetaCURE’s meta-training pipeline. Lπe , LQπe , Lπ and LQπ are corresponding SAC loss functions for the exploration and
exploitation policies.

Empowerment-driven exploration at late stages of
meta-training: in both meta-training and adaptation, the
exploration policy needs to collect experiences that contain
rich task information. At late stages of training, the intrinsic
reward encourages collection of experiences that are informative for inferring the current task, as it is derived from the
objective of maximizing information gain about task identi0
fication (Eq. (4)). As shown in Figure 1(d), rint
is large in
regions where goals are possibly located, which shows that
our intrinsic reward has implicitly learned the task distribution and encourages efficient exploration to acquire task
information.
Robustness to irrelevant noises: Tasks may obtain uninformative noises that distract the agent from efficient ex0
ploration. At late stages of meta-training, rint
not only
encourages the agent to focus on uncertainties that help
inference of task identification, but also ignores irrelevant
noises. This is achieved by subtracting the second term
task
Ltask
pred . Lpred measures uncertainty given the true task identification, which is not helpful for inferring current task, e.g.,
the well-known noisy TV problem (Burda et al., 2018b). In
our example, at late stages of meta-training (Figure 1(d)), in
the noisy green circle, the mean of Lpred is 1.306, and the
0
mean of Ltask
pred is 1.312. In contrast, the mean of rint is only
-0.006. Thus, the agent no longer explores the noisy regions.

4. MetaCURE Framework
This section presents MetaCURE, a new off-policy contextbased meta-RL framework that learns separate exploration
and exploitation policies. It also performs probabilistic task
inference, which captures uncertainty over the task. As

shown in Figure 2, MetaCURE is composed of four main
components: (i) a context encoder qφ (z|c) that extracts task
information from context c and infers the posterior belief
over the task embedding z, (ii) an Explorer that learns a
context-aware exploration policy πe , as well as two model
predictors used to estimate our intrinsic reward, (iii) an
Exploiter that learns a context-aware exploitation policy
π, and (iv) replay buffers storing training data. Our exploration objective proposed in Section 3 is different from
the common exploitation objective of maximizing expected
extrinsic returns (Duan et al., 2016; Zintgraf et al., 2019),
so we learn separate exploration and exploitation policies.
As for the context encoder and the Exploiter, we adopt a
variational inference structure similar to PEARL (Rakelly
et al., 2019). During meta-training, data is collected by
iteratively inferring the posterior task belief with contexts
and performing both exploration and exploitation policies.
During adaptation, only the exploration policy is used to
collect informative experiences for task inference, and the
exploitation policy utilizes this posterior belief to maximize
final performance.
The context encoder qφ uses variational inference methods
(Kingma & Welling, 2013; Alemi et al., 2016) to model the
exploitation policy π’s state-action value function Qπ . The
evidence lower bound for training the context encoder is:
Ez∼qφ (z|c),s,a [log p(Qπ (s, a, z))
− βDKL (qφ (z|c)||p(z))],
(7)
where β is a hyper-parameter, s, a and c are sampled from
the replay buffers. In practice, to tractably estimate the
log probability of Qπ , we follow PEARL’s method of uti-
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Algorithm 1 MetaCURE: Meta-training Phase
Require: A set of meta-training tasks {κm }m=1,2,...,M
drawn from p(K)
Initialize replay buffers B κm for each task κm
Initialize exploration policy πe , exploitation policy π,
context encoder qφ , Task-Predictor and Meta-Predictor
while not done do
for each task κm do
. Data collection
Collect exploration and exploitation experiences by
running Algorithm 2 on κm
Add collected experiences to B κm
end for
for steps in training steps do
. Training
for each κm do
m
Sample context batch bκenc
from B κm
Sample policy training batch bκm from B κm
Train Task-Predictor and Meta-Predictor by minimizing Ltask
pred and Lpred in Eq. (6), respectively
Train context encoder qφ by maximizing Eq. (7)
Compute πe ’s reward rexploration using Eq. (8)
Train π and πe by minimizing corresponding SAC
losses in Eq. (9)
end for
end for
end while
lizing negative TD errors as an approximation of the log
probability.
The Explorer consists of an exploration policy πe that effectively explores during both meta-training and adaptation,
its corresponding state-action value function Qπe , as well
as two model predictors for estimating our intrinsic reward.
The reward signal for πe is defined as follows:
0
rexploration (c:t+1 , κ) = rint
(c:t+1 , κ) + λrt ,

(8)

0
where κ is the task identification, rint
is our intrinsic reward defined in Eq. (5), λ>0 is a hyper-parameter, and
0
rt is the extrinsic reward. rint
is estimated by training two
model predictors and subtracting their prediction errors: the
Task-Predictor makes predictions based on the task identification κ, while the Meta-Predictor makes predictions based
on the context c. Both predictors are trained by minimizing their prediction errors in order to estimate Ltask
pred and
Lpred , respectively. Note that the exploration policy learns
biased exploration behaviors by incorporating the extrinsic
reward, as it effectively supports task inference, and we
find empirically that considering extrinsic rewards leads to
superior performance. Both the exploration policy πe and
the Meta-Predictor need to extract task information from
the context, which can be represented as agent’s posterior
task belief qφ (z|c). Thus MetaCURE takes qφ (z|c) instead
of context c as the input of both πe and the Meta-Predictor.
This knowledge reuse greatly improves learning efficiency.

Algorithm 2 MetaCURE: Adaptation Phase
Require: Meta-test task drawn from p(K), number of
adaptation episodes E
Initialize context c = {}
for episodes=1,...,E − 1 do
. Exploration phase
for steps=1,...,T do
Take action according to πe (a|s, qφ (z|c))
Add collected experience (s, a, r, s0 ) to c
end for
end for
Sample z ∼ qφ (z|c)
for steps=1,2,...,T do
. Exploitation phase
Take action according to π(a|s, z)
end for
The Exploiter consists of an exploitation policy π(a|s, z)
that utilizes exploration experiences to perform exploitation
behaviors, as well as its corresponding state-action value
function Qπ . We design π to take state s and the task
embedding z sampled from the posterior task belief qφ (z|c)
as input, and optimizes it with the extrinsic reward r.
The replay buffers {B κm }m=1,2,...,M are used for storing
data from the meta-training tasks {κm }m=1,2,...,M . As offpolicy learning enables training on data collected by other
policies, and our intrinsic reward can be computed with offpolicy experience batches, πe and π share the same replay
buffers. This allows useful experiences to be shared between
policies, greatly improving sample efficiency.
Both πe and π are off-policy trained with SAC (Haarnoja
et al., 2018). As shown in Figure 2, the loss functions for
training the policies are as follows:


exp(Qπ (s, a, z))
Lπ = Es,c,z DKL (π(a|s, z)||
)
Zπ (s, z)
Lπe = Es,c



exp(Qπe (s, a, qφ (z|c)))
DKL πe (a|s, qφ (z|c))||
Zπe (s, qφ (z|c))
2
 π
LQπ = E(s,a,r,s0 ),c,z Q (s, a, z) − (r + γVπ (s0 , z))
LQπe = E(s,a,r,s0 ),c [Qπe (s, a, qφ (z|c))
2
−(rexploration + γVπe (s0 , qφ (z|c0 ))) ,
(9)
where z and qφ indicate that gradients do not flow through
them, Zπ and Zπe are normalization functions that do not
affect gradients, Vπ and Vπe are target value functions,
and c0 = c ∪ {(s, a, r, s0 )} is the updated context. All
the expectations over s and (s, a, r, s0 ) are averaged over
the replay buffers. c is randomly sampled from exploration experiences collected by πe , and all the expectations
over z are averaged over the posterior task belief qφ (z|c).
Pseudo-codes for meta-training and adaptation are avail-
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Figure 3. Evaluation of MetaCURE and several meta-RL baselines on various sparse-reward continuous control task sets. We plot the
algorithms’ meta-testing performance as a function of the number of experiences collected during meta-training. MetaCURE achieves
substantially better performance than baseline algorithms.

able in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively. Additional implementation details are deferred to Appendix
B. Our implementation codes are available at https:
//github.com/NagisaZj/MetaCURE-Public.

5. Experiments
In this section, we aim at answering the following questions: 1) Can MetaCURE achieve excellent adaptation performance in sparse-reward tasks that require efficient exploration in both meta-training and adaptation (Section 5.1 &
5.2)? 2) Can the exploration policy collect informative experiences efficiently (Section 5.3)? 3) Are the intrinsic reward
as well as the separation of exploration and exploitation
critical for MetaCURE’s performance (Section 5.4)?
5.1. Adaptation Performance on Continuous Control
Environment Setup: algorithms are evaluated on six continuous control task sets with sparse rewards, in which exploration is vital for superior performance. Tasks vary in either
the reward function (goal location in Point-Robot-Sparse
and Reacher-Goal-Sparse, target velocity in Cheetah-VelSparse and Walker-Vel-Sparse) or the transition function
(Walker-Params-Sparse and Hopper-Rand-Params). These
tasks (except for Point-Robot-Sparse) are simulated via Mu-

JoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) and are benchmarks commonly
used by current meta-learning algorithms (Mishra et al.,
2018; Finn et al., 2017; Rothfuss et al., 2019; Rakelly et al.,
2019). Unlike previous evaluation settings, we limit the
length of adaptation phase to investigate the efficiency of
exploration. Also, dense reward is not provided in metatraining, which is different from the setting of PEARL. Detailed parameters and reward function settings are deferred
to Appendix C.
Algorithm setup: MetaCURE is compared against several representative meta-RL algorithms, including PEARL
(Rakelly et al., 2019), VariBAD (Zintgraf et al., 2019), RL2
(Duan et al., 2016), MAML (Finn et al., 2017), ProMP
(Rothfuss et al., 2019), E-RL2 (Stadie et al., 2018) and
MAME (Gurumurthy et al., 2020). We also compare with
a variant of EPI (Zhou et al., 2018), which considers both
dynamics predictions and reward predictions2 . We use opensource codes provided by the original papers, and performance is averaged over six random seeds.
Results and analyses: algorithms’ performance is evaluated by the last adaptation episode’s return averaged over
all meta-testing tasks. As shown in Figure 3, MetaCURE
2
EPI is not trained end-to-end, and we plot its final performance
in dash line.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of MetaCURE and meta-RL baselines on the challenging sparse-reward Meta-World task sets.

significantly outperforms baseline algorithms. PEARL fails
to achieve satisfactory performance, as it utilizes posterior
sampling (Thompson, 1933; Osband et al., 2013) for exploration, which is only optimal in asymptotic performance
and may fail to effectively explore within short adaptation.
In contrast, MetaCURE learns a separate policy for efficient exploration and achieves superior performance. RL2
performs well in Point-Robot-Sparse, a task set with simple dynamics, but fails in more complex tasks. This is
possibly because that RL2 fails to effectively handle task
uncertainty in complex sparse-reward tasks. MetaCURE
achieves better performance in complex tasks by utilizing
probabilistic task inference to model task uncertainty. The
rest of the baselines perform poorly with sparse rewards.
As for sample efficiency, MetaCURE and PEARL outperform other methods by realizing off-policy training. Note
that MetaCURE and PEARL achieve similar sample efficiency, while MetaCURE learns two policies and PEARL
only learns one. This superior sample efficiency is acquired
by sharing the task inference component and training data.
5.2. Adaptation Performance on Meta-World
Meta-World (Yu et al., 2020) is a recently proposed challenging evaluation benchmark for meta-RL, including a
variety of robot arm control tasks. We evaluate MetaCURE
as well as baselines on two Meta-World task sets: Reach
and Reach-Wall. To investigate the efficiency of exploration,
we make the rewards sparse, providing non-zero rewards
only when the agent succeeds in the task. This setting is extremely hard, as task information is very scarce. Following
the original paper (Yu et al., 2020), we evaluate algorithms
by their final success rates, and results are shown in Figure
4. MetaCURE achieves significantly higher success rates
than baselines by achieving efficient exploration. Among
the baselines, PEARL is the only algorithm that manages
to solve the tasks, but its success rate is significantly lower
than MetaCURE.

5.3. Adaptation Visualization
To prove that MetaCURE learns efficient exploration and
exploitation strategies, we visualize MetaCURE’s adaptation phase in Point-Robot-Sparse and Walker-Vel-Sparse, as
shown in Figure 5 and 6, respectively. We compare against
PEARL, which explores via posterior sampling.
In Point-Robot-Sparse (Figure 5), the agent needs to identify
the task by exploring regions where the goal may exist, and
then carry out exploitation behaviors. While MetaCURE
efficiently explores to identify goal location and then exploits, PEARL only explores a small region every episode,
as its policy only performs exploitation behaviors and can
not explore effectively.
In Walker-Vel-Sparse (Figure 6), the agent needs to identify
the goal velocity. MetaCURE covers possible velocities
in the first episode with the exploration policy, and then
reaches the goal velocity with the exploitation policy in the
second episode. In contrast, PEARL only covers a small
range of velocities in an episode. Additional visualization
results are deferred to Appendix D.
5.4. Ablation Study
This section evaluates the essentiality of MetaCURE’s components, including the intrinsic reward, separation of exploitation and exploration policies, and exploration policy
using extrinsic rewards.
Intrinsic reward: to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
intrinsic reward, we test a variant of MetaCURE that ablates
the intrinsic reward. As shown in Figure 7, this variant
suffers from a massive decrease in performance. This result shows that our intrinsic reward is critical for efficient
exploration.
Exploitation policy: to investigate the effectiveness of
learning separate exploration and exploitation policies, we
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(a) MetaCURE

(b) PEARL

Figure 5. Adaptation visualization of (a) MetaCURE and (b) PEARL on Point-Robot-Sparse. The agent is given four episodes to perform
adaptation. Purple lines indicate the first adaptation episode’s trajectories, while light yellow lines indicate the last adaptation episode’s
trajectories. Dark blue circles represent rewarding regions for the current task, while light blue circles represent rewarding regions for
other meta-testing tasks. MetaCURE achieves more efficient exploration.

Figure 6. Visualization of MetaCURE and PEARL on Walker-Vel-Sparse. The agent is given two episodes to perform adaptation. The
solid red line is the target velocity, and the region bounded by red dash lines represents velocities that get informative rewards. While
PEARL tries to keep a certain velocity for an entire episode, MetaCURE first efficiently explores the goal velocity before performing
exploitation behaviors.

test a variant of MetaCURE which does not obtain an exploitation policy, and utilizes rewards and dynamics prediction as the decoder. As shown in Figure 8, on Point-RobotSparse, this variant significantly underperforms the original
MetaCURE. The exploitation policy is critical for superior
performance, as it serves two important purposes: learning
unbiased exploitation behaviors, and providing a decoding
objective for training the context encoder.
Exploration policy using extrinsic rewards: as shown in
Figure 9, we find that on Cheetah-Vel-Sparse, by adding
extrinsic rewards to the exploration policy’s reward function,
MetaCURE achieves superior performance compared to
the variant that only maximizes intrinsic rewards. This
is because that extrinsic reward signals contain rich task
information, and can effectively guide exploration.
Additional ablation studies on hyper-parameters, knowledge
and experience sharing as well as a baseline with our intrinsic reward are deferred to Appendix E.

6. Related Work
Exploration in meta-RL: in contrast to meta supervised
learning, in meta-RL (Schmidhuber, 1995; Finn et al., 2017)
the agent is not given a task-specific dataset to adapt to, and
it must explore the environment to collect useful information.
This exploration part is vital for both meta-training and
adaptation (Schmidhuber, 1997; Finn & Levine, 2019).
The problem of exploration policy learning in gradientbased meta-RL is mainly addressed by computing gradients
to the pre-update policy’s state distribution (Stadie et al.,
2018; Rothfuss et al., 2019). MAESN (Gupta et al., 2018)
introduces temporally-extended exploration with latent variables. These methods generally require dense rewards in
meta-training. MAME (Gurumurthy et al., 2020) augments
MAML (Finn et al., 2017) with a separate exploration policy,
but its exploration policy learning shares the same objective with exploitation policy learning and is not effective
for general sparse-reward tasks. A branch of context-based
methods automatically learns to trade-off exploration and
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Figure 7. Ablation study on MetaCURE’s intrinsic reward.

Figure 8. Ablation study on MetaCURE’s exploitation policy.

exploitation by maximizing average adaptation performance
(Duan et al., 2016; Zintgraf et al., 2019), and E-RL2 (Stadie
et al., 2018) directly optimizes for the final performance.
PEARL (Rakelly et al., 2019) utilizes posterior sampling
(Thompson, 1933; Osband et al., 2013) for exploration. EPI
(Zhou et al., 2018) considers the setting of tasks with different dynamics, and introduces intrinsic rewards based on
prediction improvement in dynamics. In contrast, we propose an empowerment-driven exploration objective aiming
to maximize information gain about the current task, and
derive a corresponding intrinsic reward to achieve efficient
exploration in both meta-training and adaptation.
Exploration with information-theoretic intrinsic rewards: encouraging the agent to gain task information is a
promising way to facilitate exploration (Storck et al., 1995).
VIME (Houthooft et al., 2016) measures the mutual information between trajectories and the transition function, while
EMI (Kim et al., 2019) measures the mutual information
between state and action with the next state in consideration, as well as the mutual information between state and
next state with the action in consideration, both in the latent
space. Sun et al. (2011) discusses exploration with information gain, but is restricted to planning problems and requires
an oracle estimating the posterior. These works focus on
traditional RL. Our intrinsic reward maximizes the information gain for task identification during meta-RL’s training
and adaptation, which is different from previous works.

Figure 9. Ablation study on MetaCURE’s exploration policy using
extrinsic rewards.

Prediction loss as intrinsic reward: prediction losses can
serve as a kind of curiosity-driven intrinsic reward to encourage exploration (Schmidhuber, 1991), and is widely used
in traditional RL. Oh et al. (2015) directly predicts the image observation, and Stadie et al. (2015) utilizes prediction
loss in the latent space, in order to focus on useful features
extracted from observations. To avoid trivial solutions in
learning the latent space, Pathak et al. (2017) introduces
an inverse model to guide the learning of latent space, only
predicting things that the agent can control. Burda et al.
(2018a) utilizes random neural networks as projections onto
the latent space and achieved superior performance on Atari
games. Our work focuses on the exploration problem in
meta-RL, and utilizes differences of model prediction errors
as a means to measure information gain.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, to enable efficient meta-RL with sparse rewards, we explicitly model the problem of exploration policy
learning, and propose a novel empowerment-driven exploration objective, which aims at maximizing agent’s information gain about the current task. We derive a corresponding
intrinsic reward from our exploration objective, and a didactic example shows that our intrinsic reward facilitates
efficient exploration in both meta-training and adaptation. A
new off-policy meta-RL algorithm called MetaCURE is also
proposed, which incorporates our intrinsic reward and learns
separate exploration and exploitation policies. MetaCURE
achieves superior performance on various sparse-reward MuJoCo locomotion task sets as well as more difficult sparsereward Meta-World tasks.
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